Graduate Academy
for College Teaching
DAY ONE: MONDAY, AUGUST 20, 2018

8:30–9:00

CHECK-IN AND INFORMATIONAL SLIDESHOW

9:00–9:15

WELCOME: Kevin Pitts, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education

Foellinger, Auditorium

9:15–10:00

DRAMA TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING: 				

Foellinger, Auditorium

			

Foellinger, Auditorium

J. W. Morrissette, Assistant Head for Academic Programs,
Department of Theatre
10:00–10:25

BREAK (with beverage and snack)				

Foellinger, Lobby

10:30–1:00

REQUIRED SMALL GROUP SESSIONS				

Small Groups are

Bloom’s Taxonomy & Introduction to Microteaching				

listed on Page 3

A series of sessions on foundational teaching topics, groups arranged by disciplines.

1:00–1:50

BOX LUNCH				

Foellinger, Lobby

1:50–2:00

CONCURRENT SESSIONS A				

Sessions are listed

Focus: Teaching in Different Disciplines				

on Page 4

CONCURRENT SESSIONS B				

Sessions are listed on

Focus: General Pedagogy 				

Page 5

3:00–4:00

Reminder about Microteaching. You will present in
90-minute blocks on Wednesday and Thursday in
the Armory Building. Session times are 8:30-10:00,
10:00-11:30, 11:30-1:00, 1:30-3:00, 3:00-4:30, or
4:30-6:00. More details are provided in your folder.
Sign up for Microteaching during or after the break
today and anytime tomorrow:
• Wednesday sessions: Foellinger balcony lobby
(upstairs)
• Thursday sessions: Foellinger lobby (main floor)
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Graduate Academy
for College Teaching
DAY TWO: TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 2018

8:30–9:00

CHECK-IN & INFORMATIONAL SLIDESHOW

9:00–9:25

WELCOME BACK: Lucas Anderson, CITL			

Foellinger, Auditorium

9:25–10:25

GRADING: 				

Foellinger, Auditorium

10:25–10:50

BREAK (with beverage and snack)				

Foellinger, Lobby

10:50–11:50

CONCURRENT SESSIONS C				

Sessions are

Focus: Teaching with Technology				

listed on Page 6

CONCURRENT SESSIONS D				

Sessions are

Focus: Culture and Diversity			

listed on Page 7

			

Foellinger, Auditorium

Shelly Schmidt, Food Science & Human Nutrition

12:00–1:00

2:15–3:15

LIBRARY TOURS (optional)					
Choose one of two tours happening simultaneously.
Main Library: Meet in the Marshall Gallery (east side)
Grainger Engineering Library: Meet at front desk

		

Reminder: Sign up for Microteaching before 1 pm TODAY!
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Concurrent Sessions A
SESSION A: MONDAY, AUGUST 20 // 1:50-2:50 PM
A1. Tackling Common Issues in Engineering Lab Courses (KAZEEM ALIDOOST) 		

		LINC 1090

In the lab, engineering students must answer important questions for the first time: Are the experimental results significantly different
than the theoretical ones? If so, why? How do I explain all of this in a written report? We will explore such questions and determine
methods to best guide the students to finding the answers.
A2. Preparing to Teach in a Laboratory Classroom (ELIZABETH BLINSTRUP-GOOD ) 		

LINC 1002

In lab courses, students engage in hands-on activities, handle laboratory equipment, work on group projects, and practice scientific
writing. As a result, TAs may encounter challenges that do not arise in a traditional lecture setting. This session will help TAs prepare
for teaching a laboratory course and will also include a discussion about student-driven learning.
A3. Active Learning Strategies (MITCH FISHER) 		

		

		

GREG 223

This session will explore several active learning strategies teaching assistants can incorporate in the classroom. We will discuss and
practice different strategies to help make your classroom a more active and engaging learning environment.
A4. Presentation Strategies & “Tricks-of-the-Trade” for the Excellent Teacher (LAWRENCE ANGRAVE)

LINC 1092

Ready? Go! 7 facts x 5 actions x 16 weeks x 1 Teacher = ? How to be an excellent teacher and presenter. Practical advice, priorities,
and some do’s and don’ts I wish I’d known before I started teaching.
A5. Preparing to Teach Online (MARC THOMPSON, MITCH KAGE & WHITNEY MCCOMAS)			

319 GREG

In this session, you’ll learn some of the most important strategies for effective online teaching. We’ll focus on fostering an online
learning community, establishing instructor presence, orchestrating asynchronous and synchronous online discussion, establishing
appropriate course policies and electronic document formats, and facilitating academic integrity in online assessment.
A6. How to Do Problem-Solving in Groups (CHRISTIAN BOYD) 				

		

245 WOHL

If there is one mismatch between students and instructors in the STEM fields, then it has to be problem-solving. Instructors want
students to work and gain experience whereas some students simply want to see answers. One way this can be prevented is by employing active learning. In this session we will discuss various active learning methods to encourage students to engage with
SESSION A: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11: 1:20-2:20
the material and actually start solving problems.
A7. STEMulating Engagement & Curiosity in Discussion Sections (JOSE ZAVALA & GAVE RUDEBUSCH) 		

LINC 1027

Learn how to plant curiosity-inspiring questions into lecture and discussion sections to harvest fruitful learning moments. We will
share our insights in setting good habits to build a curiosity-driven learning environment.
A8. Teaching with Confidence (KATHERINE JO & JUSTIN YORK) 						 WOHL 152
Teaching is a nerve-wracking experience for many people. We will discuss how to prepare for three key aspects of teaching, all of
which will help you become a confident teacher and enjoy your time in the classroom.
A9. Learning from Objects (KIM SHEAHAN) 		

		

		

LINC 1065

Object-based learning introduces new observation, interpretation, and learning strategies and can broaden your teaching and
student engagement across disciplines. Leave with resources for teaching from Spurlock Museum, including object loan info and
sample curricula.
A10. Improving Learning Effectiveness (JIM WENTWORTH)			

				

LINC 1066

Students enter college with vastly different learning strategies and abilities. This workshop will explore how you can aid your students
in developing more effective approaches to learning. We’ll cover various evidence-based strategies that anyone can use to improve
learning and retention.
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